This is My Story

WHI participants have told us that they would like to see:

• Questions about what works well for them as they get older

• Comment boxes on forms
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• Open-ended questions would provide a framework for responding and comment space limited to encourage brief responses.

• Examples:
  – List three things that you have found helpful in your approach to aging and if possible provide an example of each.
  – List up to three challenges you have faced while aging and have overcome including examples if possible.
  – What three tips on aging would you suggest for future generations?
Responses

• Investigate mechanism to capture written words!
• Qualitative research synthesis methods. Examples could be individually highlighted.
• Alternate/additional approaches:
  – Semi-structured interviews (audio/video) with a smaller group of participants.
  – Focus groups
  – We are remembering the participant panels from the Legacy conference that were popular yet a selected number of participants were invited and accepted.